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(3) The lender will confirm that the
transaction can be properly transferred
and the conveyance instruments will
be filed, registered, or recorded as appropriate and legally permissible.
(4) The assumption will be made on
the lender’s form of Assumption Agreement and will contain the Agency case
number of the transferor and transferee.
(5) Loan terms cannot be changed by
the Assumption Agreement unless previously approved in writing by the
Agency with the concurrence of holder
and the transferor (including guarantor
if it has not been released from personal liability). Any new loan terms
cannot exceed those authorized in this
subpart. The lender’s request will be
supported by:
(i) An explanation of the reasons for
the proposed change in the loan terms,
and
(ii) Certification that the lien position securing the guaranteed loan will
be maintained or improved, and proper
hazard insurance will be continued in
effect.
(6) In the case of a transfer and assumption, it is the lender’s responsibility to see that all such transfers and
assumptions will be noted on all originals of the Loan Note Guarantee. The
lender will provide the Agency a copy
of the Transfer and Assumption Agreement.
(7) If a loss should occur upon a complete transfer of assets and assumption
for less than the full amount of the
debt and the transferor-debtor (including personal guarantor) is released
from personal liability (as provided in
paragraph (e) of this section), the lender (if holding the guaranteed portion)
may file an estimated Report of Loss
to recover their pro rata share of the
actual loss at that time. Approved protective advances and accrued interest
made during the arrangement of a
transfer and assumption, if not assumed by the transferee, will be entered on the estimated Report of Loss.
§ 3575.89 Mergers.
(a) General. The Agency may approve
mergers or consolidations (herein referred to as ‘‘mergers’’) when the resulting organization will be eligible for
an Agency guaranteed loan and as-

sumes all the liabilities and acquires
all the assets of the merged borrower.
Mergers may be approved when:
(1) The merger is in the best interest
of the Government and the merging
borrower;
(2) The resulting borrower can meet
all required conditions as contained in
specific loan note agreements; and
(3) All property can be legally transferred to the resulting borrower.
(b) Distinguishing mergers from transfers and assumptions. Mergers occur
when one entity combines with another
entity in such a way that the first entity ceases to exist as a separate entity
while the other continues. In a consolidation, two or more entities combine
to form a new, consolidated entity with
the original entity ceasing to exist.
Such transactions must be distinguished from transfers and assumptions in which a transferor will not
necessarily go out of existence, and the
transferee will not always take all the
transferor’s assets nor assume all the
transferor’s liabilities.
§ 3575.90 Disposition of acquired property.
(a) General. When the lender acquires
title to the collateral and the final loss
claim is not paid until final disposition, the lender must proceed as quickly as possible to develop a plan to fully
protect the collateral, and the lender
must dispose of the collateral without
delay.
(b) Re-title collateral. Any collateral
accepted by the lender must not be titled in the Agency’s name in whole or
in part. The Agency’s position is that
of a guarantor relating to losses, not a
lender.
(c) Collateral preservation. After acquiring the collateral, the lender must
protect the collateral from deterioration (weather, vandalism, etc.). Hazard
insurance in an amount necessary to
cover the fair market value of the collateral must be maintained.
(d) Collateral sale. (1) The lender will
prepare and submit to the Agency a
plan on the best method of sale, keeping in mind any prospective purchasers. The Agency must approve the
plan in writing. If an existing approved
liquidation plan addresses the disposition of acquired property, no further
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review is required unless modification
of the plan is needed.
(2) Anytime there is a case when the
conversion of collateral to cash can
reasonably be expected to result in a
negative net recovery amount, abandonment of the collateral should be
considered. The Agency must approve
abandonment in writing.
§§ 3575.91–3575.93

[Reserved]
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§ 3575.94 Determination and payment
of loss.
In all liquidation cases, final settlement will be made with the lender
after the collateral is liquidated. The
Agency will have the right to recover
losses paid under the guarantee from
any liable party.
(a) General. If the lender takes title
to collateral, any loss will be based on
the collateral value at the time the
lender obtains title.
(b) Loss calculations. The Report of
Loss form (available in any Agency office) will be used for calculations of all
estimated and final loss determinations. Estimated loss payments may
only be approved after the lender has
submitted a liquidation plan approved
by the Agency.
(c) Estimated loss payments. When the
lender is conducting the liquidation
and owns any of the guaranteed portion of the loan, it may request an estimated loss payment by submitting an
estimate of loss that will occur in connection with liquidation of the loan.
An estimated loss payment may be approved after the Agency has approved
the liquidation plan.
(1) The lender will prepare and submit a Report of Loss using the appraised value in lieu of amount received from sale of collateral.
(2) The estimated loss payment shall
be calculated as of the date of such
payment. The total amount of the loss
payment remitted by the Agency will
be applied by the lender on the guaranteed portion of the loan debt. Such application does not release the borrower
from liability. At the time of final loss
settlement, the lender may notify the
borrower that the loss payment has
been so applied.

(3) After liquidation has been completed, a final Report of Loss will be
submitted by the lender to the Agency.
(d) Final report of loss. In all cases, a
final Report of Loss must be submitted
to the Agency. Before Agency approval
of any final loss report, the lender
must account for all funds obtained,
disposition of the collateral, all costs
incurred, and any other information
necessary for the successful completion
of liquidation. Upon receipt of the final
accounting and Report of Loss, the
Agency may conduct an may audit and
will determine the final loss. The lender will make its records available to,
and otherwise assist, the Agency in
making any audit it requires of the Report of Loss. The documentation accompanying the Report of Loss must
support the loss claimed.
(1) The lender must document and
show that all of the collateral has been
accounted for and properly liquidated
and that liquidation proceeds have
been properly accounted for and applied correctly on the loan. The Agency
must be satisfied that the lender has
accomplished this in the manner contained herein and that the lender has
maximized the collections in conducting the liquidation.
(2) The lender must show a breakdown on any protective advance
amount as to the payee, purpose of the
expenditure, date paid, evidence that
the amount expended was proper, and
that the amount was actually paid.
(3) The lender must show a breakdown of liquidation expenses as to the
payee, purpose of the expenditure, date
paid, evidence that the amount expended was proper, and that the
amount was actually paid.
(4) Accrued interest should be supported by attachments showing how
the amount was accrued by the lender.
A copy of the promissory note and
ledger will be attached. If the interest
rate was a variable rate, the lender
must
include
documentation
of
changes in the selected base rate and
when the changes in the loan rate became effective.
(e) Liquidation income. Any net rental
or other income that has been received
by the lender from the collateral will
be applied on the guaranteed loan debt.
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